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This thesis is the result of research literature on "Islamic Concept of Religious Liberal About Marriage Different Perspective of Islamic Law." Where is the Liberal Islamic thought is very different from the concept of Islamic law in general, stems from one source of revelation, namely the Koran. In general, the concept of originality Liberal Islam is very forward thinking "mind" of the revelation.

The object of this study is about the Islamic concept by liberals in legalizing marriages between religions, there are three important aspects discussed in this study, namely the concept of the Liberal Islam Against Marriage Different Religions, the concept of marriage in Islamic law and how to respond to the concept of Islamic Law Islam Liberal against interfaith marriage.

With regard to this, this research uses descriptive method that is present interpretive data about the Islamic concept of interfaith marriages Liberal perspective of Islamic law and arranged in such a way as to form a configuration problem that can be understood.

The results of this study are: that freedom of thought (rationalization) in Islam who later became the soul of liberal Islamic movements turned out to authentic sources of Islamic tradition. The law of inter-religious marriage is a Muslim woman married to non-Muslim men are forbidden absolutely, a Muslim man with a female scribe, scribe here is the religion of Christians and Jews who still adhere to the teachings of his religion (no change in religious doctrine) permissible and Muslim men with women non-expert books many scholars who forbid.